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No more pH Pens
They’re expensive. They’re time consuming. They constantly need to be calibrated. The chemical adjusters burn your
skin. It’s all a drag. If you’re tired of pH pens, then we have good news for you: You don’t need them anymore. With
pH Perfect® technology, you’ll never need to use a pH pen again.

And there’s even more impressive technology included
There is a molecular process called “chelation”. Chelation is altering an element at the molecular level by attaching
tiny hooks all the way around the elemental ion, totally encapsulating it. pH Perfect Grow-Micro-Bloom uses an entire
spectrum of revolutionary, game-changing chelates.
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When you use pH Perfect® Technology with RO water or
water to approximately 100 ppm (EC 160 µS/cm), your pH
will always stay in the sweet spot between 5.5 and 6.3.
You’ll never have to adjust it. And if it goes up or down at all, it will self-correct
in a matter of seconds. We’ll show you video proof below.
Not only that, but your pH will be maintained for an entire week
after one mixing. You’ll never be chained to your reservoir
again. You can go live your life, and grow the best plants
you’ve ever grown.

The Highest Quality Versions of the Elements Your Plants Need
To grow to their full potential, your plants need 16 basic elements. Most growers are familiar with the big 3:
Nitrogen, Phosphorus and Potassium. Often abbreviated “N-P-K” on fertilizer bags. But there are 13 more bases
to cover. Here's how it happens in nature:
From the air, water and soil your plants get:

• Carbon (C)

Video Proof

When you visit www.advancednutrients.com/ph-perfect you’ll find a video proving that
pH Perfect products are able to bring your pH into perfect balance in a matter of seconds,
no matter how far out of balance it might be (in the video, our examples are 4.5
on the low end and 8.5 on the high end. In seconds, pH Perfect® brings them into
perfect balance, as if there were guardrails for your pH so that it never wandered
off course.)

• Oxygen (O)

From the soil and fertilizers your plants get: • Phosphorus (P)
• Potassium (K) •		Calcium (Ca)
• Magnesium (M) • Sulfur (S)
• Boron (B)
• Chlorine (CI)
•		Copper (Cu)
• Iron (Fe)
• Manganese (Mn)
• Molybdenum (Mo) • Zinc (Zn)
•		Nitrogen
But to grow the best you can, you need the highest quality versions of these. And just like different soils, in
different regions of the world, will produce higher quality coffee or wine... so it is with your nutrients. And our
team of scientists scour the globe for ingredients which are naturally rich with the highest quality versions of
these essential elements.
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Try it in Your Garden Today, Risk-Free!
If you’re not thrilled with pH Perfect Grow-Micro-Bloom, if it doesn’t do what we said
it would, return it with proof of purchase for a complete and immediate refund. We
want you to feel good about saving so much money, and never having to worry
about pH again. So let us take the risk.

Forget your pH worries

What if you had a three-part base nutrient that perfectly balanced your pH for you?
So that your pH never went up or down in the first place? And what if that same
three-part base nutrient was actually five products in one, so that you could save
hundreds, maybe thousands of dollars in your growing this year?

• Hydrogen (H)

Read what growers are saying about

pH Perfect Grow-Micro-Bloom!
Amy Carpenter Schares “I love the Advanced Nutrients’ Grow, Micro and Bloom because
it’s easy to use and very accepted by my plants. Very cost effective also. Thanks for making my
garden a masterpiece. Keep up the good work because you deserve an award..... Thanks.”
Garneau, from San Francisco, California “I used to use the cheapest fertilizers I could get. I
had no good hydroponic information and didn’t know where to get good hydroponic supplies.
People told me it didn’t matter what I use for fertilizer. Everything is in the plant genetics. But
when I started to know some other gardeners and saw that their plants looked way greener than
mine and they were getting better harvests, I had to get better fertilizer. They told me that if I
used better fertilizer I could get bigger buds. At first I used General Hydroponics three-part. But
I couldn’t get it to mix right so every time I used it I had to be really careful with the strength and
the acidity (pH was wrong). I finally switched to your 3 part and have had zero problems, and also
am getting wicked yields. Thanks!”
Christophe le Jardinier “Advanced Nutrients’ Grow, Micro and Bloom comprise a superior
three-part fertilizer that vastly improves the three-part concept that growers have relied on
for years. Advanced Nutrients’ three-part fertilizers are a higher quality than other fertilizers
because they contain pharmaceutical grade substances instead of inferior components used
by other manufacturers.”

And this pH “safety net” is incredibly easy-to-use. Either 2 ml/L for additives, or 4 ml/L
for base nutrients.
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pH Perfect Grow-Micro-Bloom is actually
5 Advanced Nutrients Products in One!
When you buy pH Perfect Grow-Micro-Bloom, you get the following:
1. pH Perfect Grow-Micro-Bloom Base Nutrients
4. Wet Betty (non-ionic-surfactant)
2. Grandma Enggy’s F-1 (fulvic acid)
5. Advanced Nutrients’ Amino Acid Complex
3. Grandma Enggy’s H-2 (humic acid)

advancednutrients.com/Grow-Micro-Bloom

Visit your local hydro store and ask for
pH Perfect Grow-Micro-Bloom today!

